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J. DOMINICK et al.
A measurement of the cross section for the combined two-photon production of charged pion and
kaon pairs is performed using 1.2 fb of data collected by the CLEO II detector at the Cornell
Electron Storage Ring. The cross section is measured at invariant masses of the two-photon system
between 1.5 and 5.0 GeV/c, and at scattering angles more than 53' away from the pp collision axis
in the 77 center-of-mass frame. The large background of leptonic events is suppressed by utilizing
the CsI calorimeter in conjunction with the muon chamber system. The reported cross section is
compared with leading order +CD models as well as previous experiments. Although the functional
dependence of the measured cross section disagrees with leading order /CD at small values of the
two-photon invariant mass, the data show qualitatively a transition to perturbative behavior at an
invariant mass of approximately 2.5 GeV/c .
PACS number(s): 13.65.+i, 12.38.gk, 14.40.Aq
I. INTRODUCTION
A measurement of the continuum production of meson
pairs in two-photon reactions provides a test of quantum
chromodynamics (/CD) for exclusive processes [1—5].
The leading order result based on perturbative /CD
has been calculated by Brodsky and Lepage [1] for large
center-of-mass scattering angle 8' and large invariant
mass W of the two-photon system. Extensions of this
work to Bnite values of qs (the invariant mass of the vir-
tual photon) for one or both of the photons, as well as
the incorporation of SU(3) Havor symmetry breaking ef-
fects are discussed by Gunion, Miller, and Sparks [2], and
Benayoun and Chernyak [3], respectively. A calculation
of the next-to-leading-order /CD prediction based on a
particular model of the meson distribution amplitude is
discussed by Nizic [4], while the running of a, in the cal-
culation of the meson form factor, and the subsequent
effect on the leading order /CD result for pp ~ M+M
are discussed by Ji and Amiri [5].
The subject of this article is a measurement of the
two-photon production of x+~ and K+K using the
CLEO II detector located at the Cornell Electron Stor-
age Ring (CESR). The leading order result calculated by
Brodsky and Lepage [1]can be expressed, approximately,
in terms of the cross section for the two-photon produc-
tion of muon pairs:
d cos 8' 1 —cos4 8'pp
—& M+M
der
x (&& m p+p ). (1)
The angle 8' denotes the scattering angle of one of the
charged particles ("prongs") with respect to the pp colli-
sion axis, calculated in the pp center-of-mass frame. The
overall angular dependence of Eq. (1) is sin 8' when
one folds in the muon pair cross section. The form factor
FM depends on the strong coupling constant a„the pp
invariant mass R', and the pseudoscalar decay constant
fM It is take.n to be (0.4 GeV /c )/W for pious [1].
A residual dependence on the pseudoscalar wave func-
tion outside of the form factor dependence is neglected
in Eq. (1), and leads to a 25%%uo negative correction.
This model dependent correction is significantly larger
for neutral mesons. Since the form factor is proportional
to fM2, the ratio of the kaon pair cross section to the
pion pair cross section depends on (f~/f ) = 2.2 [6]
when cMerences in the m and K wave functions are ig-
nored. Benayoun and Chernyak [3]argue that such SU(3)
Savor symmetry breaking efFects are important and ob-
tain a ratio closer to unity, but their absolute predic-
tion for the combined pion pair plus kaon pair cross sec-
tion does not differ appreciably from that of Brodsky and
Lepage. The insensitivity of the combined cross section
for charged pion and kaon pairs to the choice of wave
function models makes this measurement an ideal probe
of leading order perturbative /CD.
Both the Mark II and the TPC/Two-Gamma collab-
orations have published results [7,8] on the high mass
two-photon continuum production of charged pion and
kaon pairs using data collected at the PEP e+e storage
ring at SLAC. Mark II data on the combined x+m. and
K+K cross section, measured in the dipion mass range
between 1.7 and 3.5 GeV/c2, suggest agreement with
leading order /CD at values of W larger than 2 GeV/c2
(~ cos8'~ ( 0.5). TPC/Two-Gamma data on the %+K
production cross section show reasonable agreement with
the leading order /CD prediction in the measured W
range &om 1.3 to 3.5 GeV/c for
~
cos 8'~ ( 0.6. Charged
pion pair data are about 3 times larger than the lead-
ing order /CD prediction for W measured &om 1.5 to
2.5 GeV/c and
~
cos8'~ ( 0.3, but at least some of the
disagreement is likely to be caused by the interference
of the fs(1270) resonance with the x+m continu~im.
The leading order perturbative /CD calculations become
more reliable at large W, so the experimental goal of a
measurement of these two-photon processes is to probe
larger values of W than previously obtained, using higher
statistics, to observe the transition in the cross section
from nonperturbative to perturbative behavior.
We report on a measurement of the combined cross
section for charged pion and kaon pairs [9] using the
CLEO II detector at CESR. The measurement takes ad-
vantage of a much larger data sample than available at
previous experiments, as wen as a larger angular accep-
tance (~ cos8'~ ( 0.6). The cross section is reported in
the W„range &om 1.5 to 5.0 GeV/c2 using 1.23 fb
of integrated luminosity at a center-of-mass energy on or
near the T(4S) resonance (~s 10.6 GeV). A related
study of the two-photon production of proton-antiproton
pairs has recently been reported [10].
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Detector
The C LEO II detector [11] is a general purpose
solenoidal detector designed to xnake precision measure-
ments of both charged and neutral particles. Charged
particle tracking is accoznplished through the use of a
51 layer proportional drift chamber accompanied by a
10 layer intermediate wire chamber and a 6 layer straw
tube chamber located just outside of the beryllium beam
pipe. The transverse momentum resolution achieved
within the 1.5 T field provided by the solenoidal mag-
net is given by (bp~/pg) = (O. ll%%uppg) + (0.67%),
with p~ expressed in GeV/c. The tracking system is
surrounded by both a time-of-Bight scintillation system,
consisting of 64 counters arranged in P (the azimuthal
coordinate transverse to the beam axis) plus 28 counters
per end cap, and an electromagnetic calorizneter com-
posed of 7800 thallium-doped cesium iodide (CsI) crys-
tals. The barrel section of the CsI calorimeter forms an
integral part of this analysis as the fine tower segmenta-
tion allows for particle discrimination based on an analy-
sis of shower shapes. The projective crystals are approx-
imately 5 x 5 cmz at the front end and 30 cm long. The
measured electromagnetic energy resolution is given by
bE/E = 0.35%%up/E + 1.9% —0.1'%%upE, with E expressed
in GeV. All of these detector components lie within the
1.5 T superconducting solenoidal coil, which is in turn
surrounded by 3 layers of iron interleaved with 3 sets
of tracking chambers for muon detection. Each tracking
chamber set contains three planar layers of Iarocci tubes
with cathode strips providing information on the coordi-
nate orthogonal to the wires. The barrel muon system is
octagonal in cross section and the angular acceptance of
the innermost superlayer is
~
cos 8~ ( 0.71 (e is the polar
angle measured with respect to the beam axis).
B. Trigger
The trigger is one of the more challenging aspects of
an analysis of low xnultiplicity final states since it must
meet the conBicting demands of high efFiciency and large
discrimination against beam-wall and beam-gas back-
grounds. The components of the CLEO II detector used
for this purpose include the tracking chaxnbers, time-of-
Bight scintillation counters, and calorixneter crystals —all
of which are coxnbined into a three level trigger system
[12].
The two-prong trigger used in this analysis is designed
to collect events containing either two minimum ionizing
particles or at least one showering particle (electron or
photon). The requirements of this trigger are the fol-
lowing: First, the time-of-Bight system must register hits
in at least two nonadjacent barrel scintillation counters.
Second, the CsI calorimeter must identify either two sep-
arated energy clusters consistent with minimum ionizing
particles ( 0.2 GeV of deposited energy), or one energy
cluster consistent with a showering particle (& 0.5 GeV
III. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section we describe the analysis techniques used
to extract the cross section for the two-photon produc-
tion of charged pion and kaon pairs. The details of the
TABLE I. The measured e%ciencies of various components
of the two-prong trigger.
System
Time-of-Sight
Calorimeter
Tracking early running
late running
EKciency (%)
98.0 + 1.0
92.0 + 4.0
88.0 + 2.0
95.0 + 1.5
of deposited energy). Third, the tracking chambers must
exhibit two clean track patterns such that the momen-
tum transverse to the beam direction (p~) of one track
is at least 0.4 GeV/c, while that of the other is at least
0.2 GeV/c. The exact trigger specification depends on
the running period of the experiment, but at least one of
the tracks must traverse the entire drift chamber.
Several methods were devised to measure the efficiency
of the two-prong trigger &om data. One technique makes
use of events that satisfy a looser (prescaled) trigger to
xneasure the efficiency of the additional trigger conditions
in the standard two-prong trigger. Another technique
exploits the redundancy of a calorimeter-only trigger to
measure the efficiency of the tracking components of the
two-prong trigger. Finally, a third technique uses four-
prong events where two tracks are sufficient to fire the
two-prong trigger. The trigger efficiency of the rexnain-
ing two tracks is then studied. All three techniques are
in very good agreement on the efficiency of those trigger
components that are in common. The measured trigger
efficiencies are listed separately for each trigger system in
Table I. The measurements refer to the average efficiency
for two-prong events in the fiducial region
~
case~ ( 0.7
and with each track satisfying p~ & 0.5 GeV/c. When
all trigger conditions are applied, the overall trigger effi-
ciency for charged pion and kaon pairs is estimated to be
79'%%up or 86%%up depending upon the running period of the
experiment. A Monte Carlo simulation of the trigger sys-
tem, calibrated to an independent data saxnple, confirms
these values to within 5%. The systematic uncertainty
on the trigger efficiency is estimated to be 5'%%up.
The two-prong trigger runs at a rate of approximately
7 Hz at a luminosity of 2 x 103 cm s . All of
the events collected by the CLEO II trigger are passed
through a software filter to remove obvious beam-gas and
beam-wall backgrounds. This filter initially ran ofBine
for the first 500 pb of data used in this analysis, but
presently runs online as a part of the trigger systezn. It
uses all of the tracking devices to reject events without
clean track patterns originating &om the nominal inter-
action point. Its efficiency can be measured directly &om
data since a prescaled saxnple of rejected events is saved
for analysis, but the efficiency can also be deterxnined
by applying the filter to Monte Carlo events. For two-
photon two-prong events, this efficiency is roughly 95'%%up.
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event generation and detector simulation are discussed
in Sec. IIIA. The event shape cuts used to select two-
photon events from the data sample are described in
Sec. IIIB. A technique for suppressing the large muon
background in the two-photon event sample using infor-
mation from the CsI calorimeter is presented in Sec. III C.
A. Event simulation
The extraction of the measured cross section for pp m
M+M (M = z, K) relies on an accurate calculation
of the /ED process e+e ~ e+e p'p', where p'p' are
the intermediate virtual photons in the overall reaction.
Rather than apply the equivalent photon approximation,
which overestimates the pp luminosity by about 15% in
the W range reported in this article, we rely on a Monte
Carlo generator based on the formalism of Budnev et al.
[13]. Only transverse photon polarization states are con-
sidered. The hadronic component of each nearly real
photon is modeled by a p-pole form factor. The small
but Bnite qz values of each photon cause these form fac-
tors to suppress the pp luminosity by approximately 30%
for the kinematic range explored by this experiment.
The event generation is completed by incorporating the
Brodsky and Lepage [1] /CD model for pp m M+M
but for simplicity, the implicit sin 8' dependence of
Eq. (1) is replaced with a Hat cos8' dependence. The
total angular integral over cos 8' is scaled to the appro-
priate prediction of Eq. (1). The event generation is car-
ried out separately for several ranges of W; each sample
represents in excess of 2.9 fb of integrated luminosity.
The rest of the Monte Carlo simulation involves track-
ing the generated particles through a detector simulation
package based on GEANT [14]. In an effort to simulate
noise in the detector elements, random events selected by
a dedicated trigger are embedded into the Monte Carlo
sample. After a simulation of the trigger logic is per-
formed, the events are then reconstructed in exactly the
same manner as the data. The accuracy of most of the
components of the event simulation is demonstrated in
Sec. IV A by a comparison with two calculable /ED pro-
cesses.
B. Event selection
The e+e M+I 6nal state system arises from the
collision of quasi-real photons radiated by the electrons.
Since the electrons scatter at very small angles, they gen-
erally go»~measured in the experiment. Likewise, the pp
collision axis is nearly coincident with the electron beam
axis, leaving the event p~ unchanged. The energies of
the radiated photons are not equal in general, so the 6-
nal state system is Lorentz boosted w'ith respect to the
laboratory kame.
The event selection cuts exploit these general features
of two-photon scattering at e+e colliders to suppress
the lax'ge background of a~~ih~lation events. Exactly two
oppositely charged particles consistent with originating
from the interaction point (within 5 mm transverse to
the beam direction and 5 cm along it) are required to
leave tracks in the driR chambers. The scalar s»m of
the two track momenta must be less than 8 GeV/c, and
the total amount of energy deposited in the electromag-
netic calorimeter must be less than 8 GeV to suppress
annihilation events (the beam energy is approximately
5.3 GeV). A total of 6.3x10 triggered events survive
these preselection cuts.
As two-photon events tend to be well balanced in p~,
the total charged transverse momentum of the event is re-
quired to be less than 200 MeV/c. Annihilation produced
tau events (e+e m &+7 ), one of the principal back-
grounds to this measurement, tend not to satisfy this re-
quirement owing to the missing momentum carried away
by the neutrinos. (The expected level of tau pair con-
tamination is addressed in Sec. IV 8.) Similarly, the two
tracks are required to be opposite in P to within 50 mrad.
To further ensure that there are no undetected particles
other than the scattered electrons, the polar angle of the
missing momentum vector of the event must point to
within 10' of the beam axis. Cosmic rays often trig-
ger the experiment and may be classified as two-photon
events if they pass near the interaction point. To reduce
this background, as well as the contamination from anni-
hilation events, the two tracks must pass an acolinearity
requirement: the angle between the two tracks must be
more than 100 mrad away from back to back. Finally,
the two tracks are required to project to well-understood
regions of the detector and must fire a two-track trig-
ger. The angular cut is
~
cos8~ ( 0.7 for each track. This
directly restricts the angular acceptance in the pp center-
of-mass frame, and a cut is made to select events with
~
cos 8'~ & 0.6 since there is little acceptance outside this
range. With all event shape requirements applied, the
data sample is reduced to 488000 events.
Events containing electrons are suppressed by cutting
on the quantity Ecc/p. Since electrons will deposit most
of their energy in the CsI calorimeter, the ratio of the
energy deposit Ecc to the magnitude of the momen-
tum p measured in the tracking system will peak at
1.0. A cut is made to select only events with tracks
satisfying Ecc/p ( 0.7. Events with neutral energy
observed in the detector are also rejected by requiring
that the total amount of energy in the CsI calorimeter
unassociated with tracks, E„,„&,be less than 500 MeV.
Both barrel and end cap calorimeter energy clusters are
considered. Events with explicitly reconstructed m 8
in them —identi6ed as having two unmatched, isolated
showers of at least 50 MeV in energy that combine to
within 15 MeV/c of the nominal m' mass —are also re-
jected. This leaves 172000 events satisfying all cuts but
the muon rejection criteria to be discussed in Sec. III C.
Table II s»mmarizes all cuts used in the two-prong selec-
tion.
Charged pions and kaons can be separated by dE/dx
or time-of-Bight measurements. Unfortunately, the Sight
times for pions and kaons are the same to within ex-
perimental uncert~i~ty for momenta greater than about
1.2 GeV/c using the CLEO II time-of-flight system.
Furthermore, the dE/dx energy loss bands using the
CLEO II drift chamber cross at about 1.0 GeV/c. Be-
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TABLE II. Event shape and acceptance cuts used in the two-prong selection.
&track = 2
Pq;=0
d~(i) & 5 mm (i=1,2)
d(((i) & 5 cm (i=1,2)
Q )p~ & 8 GeV/c
g Ecc & 8 GeV
p~(event)—:~p1~ + p2~~ & 200 MeV
Acoplanarity= ~x —AP~ & 0.05
Acolinesrity= ~z —srccosp1. pz~ ) 0.18;„&170' or ( 10'
~
cos8~ & 07 (i = 1,2)
jocose'i
& 0.6
Ecc/p & 0.7
Eneut ( 500 MeV
x veto
Dedicated two-prong trigger
Muon suppression
(exactly two charged tracks)
(net charge of zero)
(impact parameter J beam)
(impact parameter ]~ beam)
(low total charged momentum)
(low total calorimeter energy)
(J momentum balance)
(back-to-back in P)
(not back-to-back in 3D)
(missing momentum
~~
beam)
(tracks project to barrel)
(large angle scattering in
the center-of-mass)
(electron suppression)
(low unmatched energy)
(no reconstructible s s)
(trigger requirement)
(see Sec. III C)
cause of these limitations, pions and kaons will not be
separated, and a combined cross section will be reported.
Thus, the ratio of the K+K to vr+x cross sections
cannot be measured, and this forfeits one test of the
pp ~ M+M models. The two-photon production of
proton-antiproton pairs is negligible owing to the steep
W dependence of the cross section [10,15].
C. Muon rejection
The primary challenge of the xneasurement of the two-
photon production of charged pion and kaon pairs is to
reduce the enorxnous two-photon background of muon
pairs. Equation (1) predicts that the meson pair cross
section will have an extra W 4 dependence relative to
the p+p, cross section, becoming several orders of mag-
nitude smaller for W of a few GeV/c .
Muons can be identified by their penetration to a set
of tracking chambers located outside several interaction
lengths of material. However, a muon must have a mo-
mentum p & 1 GeV/c in order to penetrate the first layer
of iron and leave hits in the first set of tracking layers of
the CLEO II muon chamber system. This restricts W
to be larger than approximately 2 GeV/c2 for adequate
muon rejection. In addition, the acceptance loss &om
the requirement that both tracks project sufficiently far
&om the cracks in the muon chaxnber system to limit the
uncertainty due to multiple scattering is approxixnately
&0%%uo.
An alternative method of separating muons from
hadrons capitalizes on the difFerent energy deposit pat-
terns within the CsI calorixneter. It has the advantage
of full azimuthal coverage (no cracks) and lower momen-
tum reach, but it must be accomplished using the lixn-
ited depth of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Muons
typically leave a narrow trail of ionization and lose little
energy as they traverse the 30-cm depth of the calorime-
ter. Hadrons also usually deposit little energy since
the electromagnetic calorimeter is only about an inter-
Q,. E;d2
P, E;
di (Zi Zcog) S111&cog.
(2)
The discrimination power of the shower energy and
lateral size is evident in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). These two-
dimensional plots show the total matched energy Eg~
along the ordinate and the shower width R, along the
abscissa for particle moments between 2 and 3 GeV/c.
action length deep. Occasionally, though, a pion or kaon
will sufFer an inelastic collision and deposit a signifi-
cant amount of energy over a large lateral area. The
energy deposited in the CsI calorimeter and the lateral
shower size can be used to tag one of the mesons within
two-prong events and thus suppress the muon pair back-
gl ound.
The lateral shower size is computed by calculating the
root-mean-square (rms) width of the shower relative to
the shower center-of-gravity. The center-of-gravity (cog)
is computed by finding the energy-weighted mean of the
locations of each crystal within all matched energy clus-
ters, where the matching algorithm includes all showers
within about 30 cm of the track projection. The an-
gle 8, z is the polar angle of the shower center-of-gravity
with respect to the beam axis. The shower width is cal-
culated by taking the energy-weighted root-mean-square
of the distance each crystal lies away &om the center-of-
gravity, which ought to be small for muons and nonin-
teracting hadrons. The situation is complicated by the
track curvature in the plane transverse to the beam di-
rection, which makes the width depend on the transverse
momentum. To separate this efFect, the width is calcu-
lated in the r-z plane only as Fig. 1 shows, where the z
axis is aligned with the beam direction and r points &om
the interaction point to energy cluster. The rms width
is calculated along just the z axis, and is multiplied by
sin 0«g.
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FIG. 3. The efficiency for charged pions and kaons to sat-
isfy the shower tag as a function of momentum. Data shown
include pions from p+ decays as solid circles (1 vs p) as well
as pions and kaons from two-prong events as open circles
(M+M ). A Monte Carlo simulation of the charged pion
efficiency is shown by the histogram.
FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the shower width calculation.
The distance d, is taken to be the distance along z from crys-
tal i to the shower center-of-gravity, multiplied by sin 8, g.
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EU
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Tracks are restricted to the barrel of the detector
(IcosHI & 0.7). Muons selected from e+e ~ p+p,
are shown in 2(a), and charged pions from p+ decays in
two-prong annihilation produced tau events are shown
in 2(b). A two-dimensional cut is very effective at sep-
arating muons &om interacting charged hadrons. The
lines shown in Fig. 2 define the acceptance region as
Ecg ) 400 MeV and R, ) 3.5 cm. For momenta less
than 3 GeV/c, only about 1 in 700 muons pass both cuts.
Figure 3 shows the efficiency for charged pions to lie
in this acceptance region as a function of momentum
(I cos8I & 0.7). Data &om p+ decays are shown by the
solid circles, and the efficiency is consistent with that
determined &om pions in K, decays as well as pions in
four-prong events. A Monte Carlo simulation based on
the detector simulation package (histogram) shows good
agreemeut with the data. The charged kaon showering
efficiency is expected to be similar to that of charged
pions based on a Monte Carlo simulation.
The most efficient use of the shower selection criteria
is to require just one track in a two-prong event to sat-
isfy the shower shape cuts. This yields a 75% efficiency
at large momenta, and a rejection factor for muon pair
events of approximately 350. This allows a reach in R"
of up to 5.1 GeV/c2 before the two-photon muon pro-
duction cross section equals that predicted for charged
pion and kaon pairs combined. An advantage of follow-
ing this procedure is that it provides a self-calibrating
method of examining the purity of the data sample. One
can tag one charged meson using the shower shape cuts
and then measure the shower shape efficiency of the
other particle. This method would also be sensitive to
any deviation of the charged kaon efficiency &om that
of charged pious. The open circles in Fig. 3 represent
this self-measured efficiency for two-prong events satis-
fying the two-photon event selection cuts summarized
in Table II. The good agreement with the p+ data for
momenta less than 2 GeV/c suggests that there is little
muon contamination in that region. For momenta above
2 GeV/c, however, the self-measured eKciency is signifi-
cantly lower than expected. The inferred contamination
is well described by known background sources of muons
(see Sec. IVB), and can easily be reduced to negligible
levels using the muon chamber system since it is fully
efficient at identifying muons (and thus capable of sup-
pressing them) at these momenta. The tight geometric
acceptance requirement to avoid the cracks in the muon
system is not necessary to accomplish this final level of
filtering. Therefore, to reject muons, we demand that at
least one track satisfies the shower shape criteria, and
that no muon chamber hits correlate to either track.
IV. RESULTS
4.0
I
8.0 0
R (crn)
4.0
I
8.0 I2.0 A. Physics calibration
FIG. 2. Scatter plots of the matched CsI energy vs the
shower width for muons (a) and pions (b). A particle is tagged
as a hadron if E~c, ) 400 MeV and R ) 3.5 cm.
The cross-section measurement of a reaction similar
to the two-photon production of charged pion and kaon
pairs, but theoretically well understood, checks our un-
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FIG. 4. Invariant mass distribution of muon pair events
passing tw'o-photon event selection criteria. The dashed his-
togram represents a simulation of e+e ~ e+e p,+p, the
dotted histogram a simulation of e+e -+ p+p p, and the
solid histogram the sum of both.
derstanding of the detector eKciencies as well as the
modeling used at the generator level. Such a process
is the two-photon production of muon pairs (e+e -+
e+e p+p ). These events have a topology similar to
e+e —+ e+e M+M, and the cross section for this
process can be calculated to high precision within /ED.
However, the two-photon event shape cuts described in
Sec. IIIB select not only two-photon events, but also ra-
diative annihilation events. In particular, the process
e+e ~ p+p p cannot be distinguished &om e+e
e+e p,+p when the radiated photon is at a small angle
with respect to the beam axis—aside &om the typically
larger invariant mass of the two muons —since the @+p
center-of-mass will be Lorentz boosted as in two-photon
collisions.
All of the two-prong selection cuts discussed in
Sec. III B are used to select the muon pair events. In ad-
dition, to obtain a clean sample of muons, both tracks are
required to correlate to hits in the innermost superlayer of
the muon chamber system. The invariant mass distribu-
tion of the selected events &om 500 pb of data is shown
in Fig. 4 (solid points). The spectrum does not begin
until about 2 GeV/c2 as the momentum of each particle
must be large enough to penetrate the first layer of iron.
The high W cutofF is caused by the cut on the scalar
sum of the track momenta. The histograms shown in
Fig. 4 represent a Monte Carlo simulation of the reactions
e+e ~ e+e p+p (dashed) and e+e ~ p+p p(p)
(dotted). The sum of both contributions is represented
by the solid histogram. The two-photon generator is the
SIXDIA generator taken from Vermaseren [16]. The e+e
annihilation generator is the FFAIR generator by Kleiss
and van der Mark [17]. The two-photon events peak at
low W, while the annihilation events peak at the machine
center-of-mass energy and have a long radiative tail to-
ward smaller values of W. A 3% downward correction
has been applied to the Monte Carlo trigger efBciency to
account for differences with the efBciency measured &om
data. This correction was determined using processes
other than e+e ~ e+e p+p (see Sec. IIB) and carries
a 3% systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty and mag-
nitude of this correction is smaller than that for charged
pion and kaon pairs since the interaction of muons in the
calorimeter is better understood.
As can be seen, the resulting simulation reproduces
well the event yield across all of W. The areas of the two
distributions agree to within 3%%uo, with the Monte Carlo
slightly underestimating the event yield. This suggests
that the modeling of the detector eKciencies (including
the trigger eKciency) is well understood and that the
theoretical calculations of Refs. [16] and [17]are in agree-
ment with the data.
B. Backgrounds
Despite the rejection power of the event selection cuts
described in Sec. IIIB, some background events still
manage to contaminate the charged pion and kaon pair
data sample. The two-photon background e+e -+
e+e @+p is only expected to contribute about 1 event
for W & 4 GeV/c2 according to Monte Carlo calculations
when one track is required to satisfy the shower tag de-
scribed in Sec. IIIC. A larger contribution comes &om
the tail of radiative muon pair events (e+e ~ p+p p).
This source is expected to contribute 30+ 10 events after
the two-photon event shape and the shower tag require-
ments. The uncertainty in this estimate arises &om the
uncertainty in the muon rejection factor. This contami-
nation was noticed in the shower tag efEciency extracted
from the charged pion and kaon pair data sample itself
(shown as open circles in Fig. 3), where p & 2 GeV/c
roughly corresponds to W & 4 GeV/c2, but it is re-
duced to negligible levels when a cut is imposed to ex-
clude any events with muon chamber hits correlating to
either track.
Significant non-muon backgrounds arise from the tau
pair production of charged mesons. In particular, the
small sample of e+e ~ 7+7 -+ s+7r v P (w vs vr)
events that pass the two-photon event shape cuts de-
scribed in Sec. IIIB are problematic. From a Monte
Carlo simulation using standard model parameters for
the v decays, 11 + 2 m vs m' events are expected to pass
the shower tag on one of the tracks. An additional 4 6 3
events are expected &om the K vs m, K' vs vr, and p vs
m channels. The p vs x background is negligible when
tracks are required not to correlate to muon chamber
hits. The combined v background is distributed nearly
uniformly across the invariant mass spectr»m from about
1 GeV/c2 to the effective cut at 8 GeV/c2 (the invariant
mass is calculated &om the two charged final state par-
ticles assuming pion masses); therefore, we expect about
2 7 events for each 1 GeV/c2 wide bin in W . This
residual background becomes more than 5% of the total
two-prong data sample for W & 3 GeV/c, but it is
subtracted &om the two-prong data sample in the cal-
culation of the two-photon charged pion and kaon pair
cross section.
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C. Charged pion and kaon pair cross section
The extraction of the two-photon cross section from
data involves comparing the two-prong event yields &om
data, %data, and Monte Carlo, NMc, after all selection
cuts have been imposed, and then scaling the average
Monte Carlo pp cross section appropriately:
a ...(~~ ~ ~+~-+@+a )-
+data LMC
O'MC (PP —i n+n + K+K ) . (3)
Ldata +MC
The term in brackets is 1/e, where s is the overall ef-
ficiency as determined &om the Monte Carlo, including
geometrical acceptance and detection efBciencies. Specif-
ically, in addition to the effects of topological cuts, loss
of efBciency due to pions and kaons which decay in flight
or punch through to the muon chambers is simulated
in the Monte Carlo. A 5% downward correction to the
Monte Carlo trigger efficiency (in contrast to the 3% cor-
rection to the muon pair trigger efficiency) is determined
&om data. The factors LMc and Ldata are the integrated
luminosities of the Monte Carlo and data samples, re-
spectively, and the number of events Xd t and XMc
are computed bin by bin in cos8' and W (the two-
prong invariant mass calculated assuming pion masses
for the particles). The Monte Carlo cross section O'Mc,
integrated over the angular range
i
cos 8'i & 0.6, is given
by
135 nb ( W
OMC(Wscsc) = s 1 + 2.21 W~, KKp (4)
The cross section 0Mc is the combined cross section for
the production of m+vr and K+K . The factor 2.2
comes from (flc/f )4 in the QCD model of Brodsky and
Lepage, and the factor (W /WicJc) comes from cor-
recting TV to reflect kaon masses. The average value of
this cross section for each bin in cos 8 and TV is used in
Eq. (3), but the dependence of rr, , on the choice of crMc
is minimal since it cancels in Eq. (3) to first order. The
measured cross section does depend on the calculation of
the equivalent photon flux, however, in the determination
of the factor LMc.
The data used in the extraction of the cross section
are the two-photon two-prong candidates that pass the
shower shape cut on at least one track and that exhibit
no muon chamber tracks. A total of 6286 events sat-
isfy these cuts. The 6nal result, shown along with the
QCD models of Brodsky and Lepage [1], and Benayoun
and Chernyak [3], is presented in Fig. 5 as a function of
W' . Only the statistical errors are shown. The yield
in each R' bin is given in Table III along with the de-
tection eKciencies and measured cross sections. In the
Brodsky and Lepage model the pseudoscalar wave func-
tion choice is arbitrary. Here we choose the perturbative
wave function given in Ref. [1],which reduces the approx-
imation given by Eq. (1) by about 25%. The ratio of the
pp —+ K+K cross section to the pg m 7r+7r cross sec-
tion in the Benayoun and Chernyak model is 1.08 rather
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FIG. 5. Measured cross section for the two-photon produc-
tion of charged pion and kaon pairs as a function of W in
the angular region
i
cos8*i & 0.6. Only statistical errors are
shown. The leading order +CD predictions by Brodsky and
I epage, and Benayoun and Chernyak, are shown by the solid
and dashed curves, respectively.
than 2.20 as in the Brodsky and Lepage model, but Fig. 5
demonstrates that the sum of the two cross sections is
nearly the same in both models.
The measured cross section agrees well in shape with
the QCD models over the entire measured range in W
though the normalization of the models is approximately
40'%%uo below the data. There is no compelling reason to ex-
pect that the cross section should exhibit good agreement
at low W, however, since perturbative calculations are
not expected to be valid in this kinematic range and
resonance formation should contribute. The last point
plotted in Fig. 5 represents an upper limit at the 90%
con6dence level based on the observation of zero events
(with a background expectation of two) in the W range
from 4 to 5 GeV/c . When the veto on events contain-
ing reconstructed x 8 is relaxed, two events do fall into
this bin, but they are consistent with the tau process
e+e ~ ~+7. —+ p+x v v, in agreement with the ex-
pected level of tau background.
The evolution of the cos 0* distribution as a function
of the invariant mass TV can be used to test the sin 0*
dependence of the QCD prediction. The Mark II mea-
surement [7] did not have sufficient statistics to demon-
strate such an angular distribution. We report a mea-
surement of the differential pion and kaon pair cross sec-
tion do/di cos 8*i for four W bins, each containing three
I
cos 8*i bins. The result is shown in Figs. 6(a)—6(d). The
angular bins are equally spaced in
i
cos 8'i from 0.0 to 0.6,
and the R' ranges are ls5—2.0, 2.0—2.5, 2.5—3.0, and
3.0—4.0 GeV/c2. The leading order QCD prediction for
do/di cos 8'i, taken from the Brodsky and Lepage model
[1], is represented by the curves drawn in each figure. The
measured cross section does exhibit a rise at small scat-
tering angles similar to that expected by leading order
perturbative QCD in the highest two W „ranges. The
behavior in the first range (1.5 & W & 2.0 GeV/c2)
is opposite to that expected from QCD, while that in
the second region (2.0 & W & 2.5 GeV/c2) is fiat in
cos8'. The disparity of the measured low W„angular
distribution with leading order QCD may be related to
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TABLE III. The number of charged pion and kaon pair candidates passing all cuts for the W „
ranges shown in Fig. 5. Also shown is the detection efBciency as determined by Monte Carlo for
~
cos8"
~
( 0.6, and the extracted cross section for the process pp ~ n+w +K+K . Only statistical
errors are shown.
W„„(GeV/c)
1.5 —1.6
1.6 —1.7
1.7 —1.8
1.8 —1.9
1.9 —2.0
2.0 —2.1
2.1 —2.25
2.25 —2.5
2.5 —2.75
2.75 —3.0
3.0 —3.5
3.5 —4.0
4.0 —5.0
Efficiency ('%%uo)
2.6
3.1
3.6
4.0
4.4
4.8
5.4
6.2
7.3
8.3
9 9
12.0
15.0
Events
193
161
108
117
84
54
54
23
16
21
4
0
~(» ~ ~+~- + It+it.-)
(nb)
20.5 + 1.8
13.1 + 1.2
11.5 6 1.2
6.44 6 0.95
7.79 + 1.08
5.13 + 0.72
3.18 6 0.53
2.08 + 0.35
1.03 + 0.23
0.75 6 0.22
0.59 6 0.15
0.052 6 0.048
0.041 (upper limit)
40
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FIG. 6. The cos 8 dependence of the charged pion
and kaon pair cross section for four bins in W „:(a)
1.5—2.0 GeV/c, (b) 2.0—2.5 GeV/c, (c) 2.5—3.0 GeV/c, and
(d) 3.0—4.0 GeV/c . The leading order +CD prediction by
Brodsky and Lepage is represented by the solid curve.
the nonperturbative nature of the cross section near the
resonance region, and in particular, to the interference of
the f2 resonance with the s+s continuum. Indeed, the
angular dependence reported here is similar to the angu-
lar dependence of the charged pion pair cross section in
the region near the f2 (see, for example, Boyer et cL [18],
and references therein).
The Mark II experiment performed a similar combined
measurement of the charged pion and kaon pair cross sec-
tion at the PEP e+e storage ring [7]. A direct cornpari-
son of the measured cross sections is not straightforward,
however, because of difFering theoretical treatments used
in the extraction of the two-photon cross section. The
primary difFerences involve the use of the equivalent pho-
ton approximation in the Mark II analysis, and the appli-
cation of a p form factor to model the q~ dependence of
the virtual photons in our analysis. The combined effect
of these two factors leads to an approximate 45% down-
ward shift of the Mark II two-photon cross section rela-
tive to ours. Further differences include a smaller angular
acceptance in the Mark II measurement (~ cos8'~ & 0.5)
and a slightly difFerent choice of fJr/ f . When both anal-
yses are treated in a similar manner, the measured cross
sections of CLEO and Mark II agree to within 10%.
The TPC/Two-Gamma Collaboration finds [8] that
the 7r+vr cross section is about three times larger than
the leading order /CD prediction (as given by the Brod-
sky and Lepage model) in the W range from 1.5 to
2.5 GeV/c, and in the smaller angular region
~
cos 8'~ (
0.3. Their kaon pair production cross section, though, is
more in line with /CD in the measured W range from
1.5 to 3.5 GeV/c, with
~
cos8'~ ( 0.6. We find that in
the narrow angular region
~
cos 8'~ & 0.3, the TPC/Two-
Gamma data lie approximately 30% below our data on
the combined cross section for pion and kaon pairs in the
W range from 1.5 to 2.0 GeV/c2. In this region our
data are also several times larger than the leading order
/CD prediction (see Fig. 6).
D. Systematic e8ects
Systematic uncertainties on the measured cross sec-
tion involve uncertainties in the trigger efficiency ( 5%)
and the shower shape efficiency. The latter efficiency
has been measured using various techniques (as shown in
Fig. 3), all in good agreement with the detector simula-
tion. The dependence of the measured cross section on
the shower shape criteria has been studied by varying the
cuts on the particle energy deposition in the calorimeter
and the associated shower width by 25% of the nominal
values. This range of values changes the overall event
yield by as much as 50% for small W, but leaves the
extracted cross section unchanged to within 5%. More-
over, the cross section has also been measured with the
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shower shape criteria applied to both detected particles
rather than just one. Although the event yield is reduced
approximately by two-thirds, the extracted cross section
diff'ers by less than 10%. The shower shape criteria have
also been applied to select charged pions in tau p, vs vr
events, where several of the event shape cuts have been
modified to select events with missing momentum rather
than suppress them. The muon is identified by its pene-
tration to the muon chamber system as in the calibration
study of Sec. IV A. The resulting cuts are loose enough
to select additional tau channels —notably channels con-
taining neutral energy —but when all tau channels are
included into the Monte Carlo generator, the resulting
event yield agrees with that &om data to 5%. Finally,
the two-photon cross section has been measured using
only the muon chamber system in the limited kinematic
region of adequate muon pair suppression. Results of this
alternate approach confirm the functional dependence of
our measurement of the cross section in both W and
]
cos8'], but disagree on absolute normalization. Based
on this study, and the previous tests of the shower shape
efficiency, we assign a 20% systematic error to the overall
normalization of our measurement, and a 10% systematic
error on the point-to-point variation.
In addition to the modeling uncertainties described
above, the measured cross section has a slight system-
atic dependence on the particular choice for the ratio of
the kaon pair cross section to the pion pair cross section
in the Monte Carlo generator through Eq. (3). This ratio
is taken to be 2.2, but if it is reduced to unity as sug-
gested by Benayoun and Chernyak [3I, the reported cross
section will also be reduced. The reduction is largest at
small W, where the cross section is reduced by 12%
for W ( 1.8 GeV/c2. For W in the range from 1.8
to 2.75 GeV/c2, the reduction is approximately 8'%%uo, and
for W larger than 2.75 GeV/c2, the reduction is 3% or
less. Finally, as noted before, removing the p form fac-
tors in the modeling of the q2 dependence of the virtual
photons reduces our measured cross section by approxi-
mately 30%.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented data on the combined two-photon
production of charged pion and kaon pairs from a sam-
pie of 1.2 fb collected at CESR. Sufficient rejection
of leptonic events is achieved through the novel use of
the electromagnetic calorimeter as a tag on early inter-
acting hadrons, which removes some of the fiducial and
momentum constraints of the conventional muon charn-
ber system. The TV dependence of the measured cross
section in the angular region [cosg*~ ( 0.6 shows rea-
sonable agreement with leading order perturbative QCD
predictions across the entire measured range from 1.5
to 5.0 GeV/c, though the QCD-based models lie ap-
proximately 40% below the data. The cos0' depen-
dence of the cross section exhibits a rise at small scat-
tering angles consistent with that expected by QCD for
W ) 2.5 GeV/c . The magnitude of the measured
cross section is in good agreement with results from the
Mark II experiment, but is in disagreement by about
30'%%uo with results from the TPC/Two-Gamma experi-
ment. Systematic uncertainties on the extracted cross
section from detector acceptance effects amount to 20'%%,
while different theoretical treatments in the extraction of
the cross section lead to variations of up to 30'%%uo. The
reported measurement extends the reach in R' further
than previous experiments, allowing the observation of a
transition in the cross section &om nonperturbative to
perturbative-like behavior.
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